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Show Host Delivery Comparisons
 
Making a comparison of show hosts is likely the most delicate task I have ever been asked to do here 
(comparable to negotiating a minefield).  In doing so, it would be easy to be misunderstood, to hurt feelings, and to 
cause offense…when none should be taken.  Our on-air friends here are valued and appreciated.   
 
 
   Why Examine QVC and HSN Show Hosts?                       
 
 
One of the standards used by Wall Street to evaluate the corporate performance of a shopping network is 
annual sales per carriage household.  Quite simply, this measure takes a retail network’s total annual sales, 
and divides that dollar figure by the number of carriage households reached by that network. 
 
If QVC enjoys carriage into a larger number of households, due to the negotiating leverage provided by former 
parent Comcast, or current parent Liberty Media…QVC’s carriage advantage is erased when we choose 
dollars-per-household as our measure of comparison.   Dollars-per-household is a fairer standard.  Instead 
of focusing on the size of our comparative resources…the dollars-per-household yardstick centers on the 
question – “What have you accomplished with the resources you do have?”  Dollars-per-household is a great 
equalizer.  So…how do we compare? 
 

• During the last 3 years, the SAH dollars-per-household figure has hovered around $5 to $6 annually.   
 
However, we should account for the differences in our carriage quality.  HSN and QVC’s carriage is 
virtually 100% 24/7, listed in local channel guides, and not pre-emptable.  These virtues do not apply to 
much of our carriage. So instead, if we strictly look at those markets served by our owned & operated 
stations (with carriage that is 24/7, listed, and not pre-emptable)…our annual dollars-per-household 
rate rose to $7.74 in 2003. 

 
• ShopNBC produced $11.00 per household in 2003. 
 
• HSN reached a new high of $24.88 per household in 2003.  

 
• QVC hovered around the mid 40s, until they also hit a new peak of $50.72 per household in 2003.   

 
Why do we see such a great disparity between the shopping networks?   
 
Why is QVC able to produce twice the sales of HSN with an approximately same carriage size?  In a 
shareholder presentation earlier this year, HSN execs were unable to provide a clear answer to that question.   
And, why is it that both HSN and QVC are able to reap three to seven times greater sales dollars per 
household that we earn from our average household at Shop At Home?     
 
Instead of singling out one factor, we can observe many practices that contribute to one retailing network 
outperforming another.   
 
Factors that Contribute to HSN & QVC’s 3 to 7 Times Greater Sales-per-Household over SAH 
 
The size of their inventory orders brings advantages to the HSN and QVC Merchandising Departments.   
Large-scale quantity buys give their Buyers the negotiating power to attract – 
 

* More product pitches from more vendors  * Exclusive & faster access to new products 
* Higher Margins     * Access to celebrities & the best vendor reps 
* Lower product prices    * Higher production values & more “real-world” sets 



 
Factors that Contribute to QVC’s Double Sales-per-Household over HSN 
 

• QVC allotment of hours to Category Compilation shows is twice that of HSN. 
• QVC introduces new products in greater numbers, with greater frequency, and greater regularity 

(approximately 250 new products every week). 
• QVC has a stronger commitment to fixed time slot destination-programming. 
• QVC does a better job than HSN in delineating event programming that is markedly different from 

regular programming, through unique event promos and unique event sets.  
• QVC develops fierce repeat-customer loyalty through greater leniency in their refunds & returns 

practices, faster problem resolution, and overall…a greater willingness to lose money on a current 
transaction in order to maintain customer satisfaction and reap more lifetime sales from a customer. 

• QVC encourages an “act now” mindset among their customers by exercising greater pricing self-
discipline, as they move from low to high…introducing products at their lowest price, then rising to a 
higher regular price. 

 
Therefore, show host delivery cannot be singled out. However, if we intend to include all the differences 
between Shop At Home and our competitors that may account for the differences in our dollars-per-household 
performance, we have to at least consider the potential influence of show hosts in these comparisons.  Host 
presentation cannot be excluded from our list. 
 
If show host presentation is one of several factors that contributes to our competitors superior productivity per 
household…it would therefore be useful to ask the questions –  
 

• “What characteristics do QVC and HSN host delivery styles share in common?”   
 
  and 

 
• “What differences can we find between Shop At Home host delivery styles versus those of our 

competitors?”  
 
A comparison like this can easily lend itself to generalizations and dogmatic statements.  While generalizations 
can be useful…they can also lead us astray   
 
Since we see a general degree of uniformity within the presentation styles of QVC and HSN hosts…we feel 
a bit safer in making broad blanket observations about the on-air deliveries from those 2 networks.   
 
However, when evaluating hosts on Shop At Home and ShopNBC, we see a great deal of internal diversity in 
vocal styles.  It would not be accurate to attempt to categorize all the on-air personalities from these 2 
networks into clear-cut black or white pigeonholes.  Instead we could say that most host delivery styles from 
ShopNBC and Shop At Home fall across a wide spectrum, including the light and gray shades in between.   
 
 
CAUTION -- It would also be easy for us to mistakenly use the wrong criteria for comparison of 
host presentation styles. 
 
 
   Using Poor Standards for  Host Comparison                      
 

 
Is It Vocal Volume? 
 
When describing the evolution of on-air delivery at Shop At Home, some here have said – “We used to have 
loud hosts in the past, but the ones we have now don’t shout.”  
 
Simply comparing hosts on the basis of vocal volume would be simplistically easy to do.  However, this is not 
the best and most accurate standard to use.  
 
 



Is It Hard Sell vs. Soft Sell? 
 
When describing the evolution of our presentation methods at Shop At Home, some here have said –  
“We used to take a hard sell approach, but now we’re moving toward soft sell.” 
 
Again, a hard sell vs. soft sell comparison is also not the best and most accurate standard to use.  
 
A “hard sell” is essentially a presentation method that instills a sense of urgency.  It is built on the classic sales 
maxim – “The fear of loss is greater than the desire for gain.” 
 
Showing a prospect all the benefits she would gain from a product is an approach we often see on competitor 
networks.   
 
However, we also see HSN and QVC hosts calmly and conversationally suggesting a fear of loss among their 
viewers, based on – 
 

• Inventory – “It is likely we will sell out before the end of the day, and we will not be able to get more 
for at least 6 months.” 

 
• Price – “If we don’t sell out today, you may still be able to buy it tomorrow, but it will never be at this 

low price, ever again.” 
 
 

QVC and HSN hosts use fear of loss to build a sense of urgency in their Calls to Action. 
However, there are two factors that make their execution different – 

 
1. They are truthful when they reference inventory scarcity 
 

When they say they are about to run out, and will not be able to get more in the next 6 months, they 
mean it.  After warehouse inventory is depleted from a sellout, follow-up contacts of their Call Centers 
and web site visits show those SKUs as unavailable for months to follow.  

 
 

2. They aim their Call-to-Action conversationally to the single viewer.   
 
 
Therefore, the differences between hosts are not really in the realm of hard sell vs. soft sell.  
 

So…what is the most significant difference between show hosts? 
 
 
 
 

   Addressing an Audience?…or Talking to One Person?                      
 
 
The most significant standard I have found in evaluating and categorizing a show host’s presentation style is 
this question – 

     Does she “sales pitch” an audience…or talk to a person? 
 
Does she sound as if she is speaking to a group of people seated 20 feet in front of her?  Or, does she sound 
as if she is visiting with one friend seated 2 feet from her? 
  
As you listen to her, does it sound as if she is speaking to you personally?  Or, does something artificial about 
the host’s voice clearly emphasize her own awareness that she is addressing a national broadcast audience? 
 
Is she using her “performance voice” or is she using her real voice?  Does she sound the same…whether she 
is on the air, or off the air?  Does she sound like a professional?  Or, does she sound like a real person? 
 
Is she delivering a formal address to America?  Or is she having a conversation with one 49-year-old woman 
named Sally, sitting on her sofa in her 2-bedroom single-story Colonial in Kansas City?  
  



 
   The Mass Audience Address Voice                 
 
 
We often hear this “professional performance voice” when we hear – 
 

• A preacher delivering a Sunday morning sermon. 
 
• An attorney delivering closing arguments to a jury 

 
• A local news reporter or anchor. 

 
• Stage Actors 

 
• A carnival barker tying to entice a midway audience into a game of skill at the State Fair. 

(Kathy Levine points this one out as a particular style to avoid.)  
 

• A product demonstrator at a booth in a Home & Garden show at the downtown convention center. 
(…this style, which became the model for early TV infomercials.)  

 
• A snake oil salesman pitching a small crowd gathered around his wagon in an old Western movie. 

 
 

 



 

Mass Audience Delivery – The Elixir Salesman of the Old West 
 

 
 

It could be argued that the product demonstrators, infomercial spokespersons, and home shopping TV hosts of 
today could trace their roots back to the potions salesman of the 1800’s who traveled from town to town 
delivering his formal group sales pitch to small crowds gathered around his wagon in the town square…making 
all sorts of health claims about the curative properties of his elixirs. 

 

 
 

 
 



Mass Audience Delivery – The State Fair Booth Product Demonstrator 
 
As State Fairs gained popularity in the early 1900’s, it was a natural evolution for the booth product 
demonstrators to adopt the same delivery styles used by the traveling elixir salesmen who preceded them. 
 

    
 

    
 

       Click to play a circa 1930’s State Fair         Click to play a circa 1950’s State Fair 
booth product demo – 20 sec.         booth product demo – 20 sec.      

 
After High School, several actors & celebrities made a living as Fair booth product demonstrators before they 
ever got into TV or movies, including Charles Bronson, Jack Klugman and Ed McMahon.  On one occasion, 
McMahon gave Johnny Carson a sample of the old booth demo that helped pay his way through college. 
 

 

       Click to play a sample from McMahon’s Fair booth pitch for a vegetable slicer  – 20 sec.      
 
 



Mass Audience Delivery – The Infomercial Demonstrator of the 1960’s 
 
The early TV infomercial delivery style was not invented by Ron Popeil, but he was the first to bring it to 
nationwide awareness.  As the teenage son of a food processor inventor and manufacturer, he hawked his 
father’s products (including the Veg-O-Matic) at a Woolworth’s booth, and at the massive Maxwell Street Flea 
Market in Chicago.  Ron did well, and decided to try booth demonstrations around the country at…you 
guessed it…State Fairs.   
 
When Popeil got his first TV opportunity, he simply carried over the same presentation style he used at 
flea markets and fair booths.  
 

     
 

           
 
 
 
We saw an extreme version of this group sales pitch delivery style in an early Saturday Night Live skit by Dan 
Ackroyd for the fictitious TV infomercial product, the “Bass-O-Matic”.  
 

       
 

       Click to play the SNL “Bass-O-Matic” Sketch – 30 sec.      
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   Del ivery Sample Comparisons                 
 
 

Robert Chambers on Shop At Home – Mass Audience Delivery 
 
A classic example of a mass-audience vocal style can be heard from Robert Chambers…a former Shop At 
Home host whose coin expertise led him to later serve our network as a Product Manager, then as a vendor 
rep.   
 

 

    Click to play a mass-audience vocal sample from Shop At Home coin expert and vendor rep, 
Robert Chambers.      

 
 



 
 

Don West on Shop At Home – Mass Audience Delivery 
 
Shop At Home took this vocal style to an even further extreme from the mid-90s through 2001 with host Don 
West’s cross between Chris Farley…and a professional wrestler.  
 

         

       Click to play Don West on Shop At Home – 20 sec.      
 
 
 

Don West on QVision – One-on-One Conversational Style 
 
However, as we will demonstrate with multiple examples…on-air personalities can switch their delivery style.   
Even Don West.  After his departure from Shop At Home, West tried his hand at sports card infomercials. 
Listen to how he changed to a conversational tone for the QVision infomercial producer.  It’s the Don of a new 
day. 
 

 

       Click to play Don West’s conversational one-on-one vocal tone for QVision – 15 sec.      
 
 

 
 
 



Ken Goldin on Shop At Home – Mass Audience Delivery 
 
And, it wasn’t just Don West.  Our sports collectibles vendor Ken Goldin took the same vocal approach… 
usually as a phone-in guest. 
 

 

       Click to play a Ken Goldin Shop At Home call-in sample – 20 sec.      
 
 
 
 
 

Ken Goldin on HSN – One-on-One Conversational Style 
 
However, Ken Goldin also demonstrated his ability to switch to his real voice in the one-on-one conversational 
style that HSN likely required him to use when he appeared on their Sports Memorabilia show (after a 
makeover).    
 

       
 

       Click to play Ken Goldin on HSN – 30 sec.      
 
 

 
 
 



Sports Collectibles on QVC: Dan Hughes – One-on-One Conversational Style 
 
QVC takes the same approach to conversational delivery as HSN in their weekly NASCAR collectibles show.   
The fact that male hosts are presenting to a viewership with a strong male representation is irrelevant.   
 
In our sample clip from the QVC show For Race Fans Only, note that host Dan Hughes uses a one-on-one 
vocal tone while building a sense of urgency.  Although Hughes is certainly a professional…he sounds like a 
person, rather than a professional. 
 
In his normal voice, he points out that going ahead now and placing an advance order is the only way to 
guarantee that you will get a limited edition Winston Cup hood replica.  If you wait until they arrive in QVC’s 
warehouse inventory, they will likely already be sold out.   
 
By playing on a viewer’s fear of loss to create urgency to action, Hughes is using a hard-sell.  But he 
does so in a calm conversational tone. 
 

 

       Click to play Dan Hughes’ one-on-one vocal delivery on QVC – 20 sec.      
 

 

 



 

Betty Leigh – A Sample of Sales Pitch Delivery on Shop At Home 
 
Like Don West and Ken Goldin…Betty Leigh is another example of an on-air personality whose vocal delivery 
on Shop At Home was different from a speaking style she used on another network.  In Betty’s case, her prior 
presentation style was first developed on the Food Network.  However, her vocal delivery changed during her 
years at Shop At Home.  Before she left, she agreed to allow me to use the following samples for comparison. 
 

 

       Click to play a sample of Betty Leigh’s sales pitch style vocal tone on Shop At Home – 20 sec.      
 
 
 
Betty Leigh – Sample of One-on-One Conversational Style on the Food Network 

 
In the 2 video clips below, you will notice a remarkable difference in Betty’s previous vocal style on the Food 
Network.  It is conversational.  It is her normal voice, directed toward one person, rather than all of America.  It 
is calm, warm, and poised. 
 
The clip on the left is from her Thanksgiving show promo.  The one on the right is a segment from a show on 
choosing wines.  
 

                    
 

       Click to play Betty’s Food Network         Click to play Betty’s show segment 
show promo – 30 sec.          on wine – 10 sec. 

 
 



Patricia Flavin – A Sample of Mass Audience Sales Pitch Delivery 
 
Also add Patricia Flavin to our list of TV personalities with a versatility that enables her to switch from a 
“performance voice” to a conversational voice.  
 

 

       Click to play a sample of Patricia using a mass-audience sales pitch delivery style – 20 sec.      
 
 
 
 
 

Patricia Flavin – A Sample of Conversational Tone 
 
Patricia also has the capability to switch to a more conversational tone, as she demonstrated in a voice-over 
for a Shop At Home Electronics show promo. 
 

 

       Click to play the Patricia Flavin voice-over for Electronics Essentials – 30 sec.      
 
 

 



 
Let’s look at some samples of the “audience sales pitch vocal tone” from ShopNBC and HSN. 
 
 

ShopNBC Mass Audience Host Delivery – Mike Davidson in a Fitness Show 
 
Shop At Home isn’t the only TV retailing channel in which some hosts are still influenced to a greater or lesser 
degree by the old mass-audience delivery style.  And remnants of this style are not just limited to the Sports 
category.  ShopNBC is another network where that classic vocal tone can still be heard.  Mike Davidson 
echoes the State Fair booth product demonstrator in his Housewares, Electronics, and Fitness shows. 
 

 

       Click to play a Mike Davidson mass audience sales pitch on ShopNBC – 15 sec.      
 
 
 
ShopNBC Mass Audience Host Delivery – Charice Bakke in a Housewares Show 

 
You would think that a category such as Housewares would elicit a more conversational Martha Stewart-ish 
tone in a host.  Unfortunately, Charice Bakke handled this ShopNBC lamp show as if she were projecting her 
voice in a large auditorium without a microphone. 
 
We have not seen Charice on air recently, and her name no longer appears on the host roster on 
ShopNBC.com.  
 

 

       Click to play a Charice Bakke sales pitch vocal sample on ShopNBC – 30 sec.      
 
 

 



 
 

ShopNBC “Sales Pitch” Vocal Delivery – Karen Connelly in a Kitchen Show 
 
When ShopNBC briefly flirts with the Kitchen category, you might assume that the host would be inclined to 
use an informal tone that suggests you are a neighbor sitting in the kitchen with her.  But no.  Instead, host 
Karen Connelly addresses all of broadcast America. 
 

 

       Click to play a Karen Connelly “sales pitch voice” sample on ShopNBC – 23 min.      
 
 

 
 
 
 
We find the greatest consistency among QVC show hosts in their use of one-on-one conversational real voice 
styles.   
 
On the other end of the spectrum, ShopNBC now seems to have the lead in the number of show hosts who still 
employ the old State Fair booth delivery style (since the departure of Don West and Tom O’Dell from Shop At Home).   
 
HSN hosts come closest to duplicating QVC host delivery styles…but we still find some of the old infomercial 
sales pitch vocal tones and outdated newscaster cadences among those HSN hosts and vendor reps who 
seem to be persistently kept in overnight time slots.    
 
Let’s look at 2 examples. 
 



 
HSN Mass Audience Delivery – Rich Hollenberg 

 
HSN’s Rich Hollenberg’s delivery may seem like a cross between a booth demonstrator and a sportscaster 
(which was his background at ESPN and Fox Sports).  During 2001 and 2002, we saw him hosting 
Housewares, Sports, Electronics, and Kitchen shows. 
 
However, during the last 2 years, his presence on HSN has dwindled to almost nothing, and he has instead 
been shifted mostly to HSN’s minor-league clearance network, America’s Store.    
 

 

       Click to play a sample of Rich Hollenberg’s newscaster delivery – 20 sec.      
 
 
 

HSN Mass Audience Delivery – An HSN Vendor 
 
Some HSN vendors still use the old mass-audience sales pitch voice that was common to infomercials 20 
years ago. 
 

 

       Click to play a sample from a vendor rep for the Omega Steam Cleaner – 15 sec.      
 
 

 
 
Let’s consider some samples from the Electronics category. 



 
 

Electronics: Shop At Home (Knoxville) – Mass Audience Delivery 
 
The “mass-audience sales pitch” tone was not limited to Sports Collectibles and Coins at Shop At Home.  From 
our network’s days in Knoxville, we have such a sample from an old SAH Electronics show. 
    

 

       Click to play a Shop At Home Electronics show segment from Knoxville – 20 sec.      
 
 
 
 
   Energy & Enthusiasm:  In a One-on-One Conversat ion                
 
 
A common, but mistaken tendency would be to associate the professional mass-audience sales pitch vocal 
delivery style with high energy… 
 
…and assume that a personal one-on-one conversational style must automatically require a lack of 
enthusiasm.   
 
If you then use very little energy in an experiment with a personal one-on-one vocal style…and as a result, 
experience little success in sales, you might wrongly conclude that a real-voice conversational style does not 
sell. 
 
Instead, let’s draw on some examples from everyday life that contradict this assumption – 
 

• SPORTS TALK 
Imagine the energy that a sports fan uses in a Monday morning conversation, describing an 
impossible screen pass that turned the tide in yesterday’s game that his buddy missed.  He 
uses an enthusiastic one-on-one voice.  

 
• GOSSSIP 

Imagine the energy that a former sorority sister uses when sharing juicy bits of gossip with her 
closest college confidante at their 10-year reunion on the topic of who Heather was dating 
before her divorce in March.  She uses that special “gossip voice”, which is extremely 
animated…but one-on-one conversational.  

 
The best hosts on our competitor networks do not sound bored.  They energetically and enthusiastically 
gush about their products…and they regularly insert Calls-to-Action…but they do so to a single viewer behind 
the camera lens, using their real voices in a conversational style.   
 
 



   A Control  Dial    vs.   A Camera Lens                
 

 
Perhaps using some object illustrations (a control dial vs. a camera lens) might help in explaining the vocal 
nuances.   
 
 

A Control Dial 
 
To illustrate how a host might shape their vocal delivery, most think in terms of a “control dial”.  You turn the 
dial knob to place the arrow on the settings that surround the dial, numbered from 1 to 10. 
 
You “turn your dial up” for greater energy and emphatic conviction. 
Conversely, turning your dial down results in low energy, little enthusiasm, and a lack of conviction. 
 
I believe that throughout our past discussions of comparative delivery styles, many of our hosts have thought 
of the issue in terms of “dialing it up” vs. “dialing it down”.    
 
We have confused the concept of – a One-on-One voice 
with the totally different concept of – Energy Level.   
 
Our hosts do not want to dial down the energy and conviction in their voices because they fear that doing so 
will sink their sales.  And they are correct. 
 
In past experiments with what they believed to be a conversational style, some of our hosts essentially “dialed 
it down”…working from an incorrect assumption that a conversational voice goes hand-in-hand with a reduced 
level of energy & enthusiasm. 
 
 
 

A Camera Lens  
 
I propose that a targeting illustration more accurately describes the type of vocal control we are trying to 
achieve.   Instead of a control dial…think in terms of a gunsight…or an arrow…or better yet, a camera lens. 
 
To encompass thousands of people seated on the home team’s side of a sports stadium in your camera shot, 
you would need a wide-angle lens and a great deal of distance between yourself and the crowd.   
 
The vocal equivalent of this mass audience scope can be heard in the delivery styles used by the product 
booth pitchman at the State Fair, or Ted Baxter’s stereotypical professional newscaster’s voice, which broadly 
addressed all of Minneapolis/St. Paul in the Mary Tyler Moore show. 
 
However…if you just want to get a shot of Sally, in seat 1A of that stadium, you would instead need to move in 
close, and narrow the frame and focus of your lens on Sally alone. 
 
We hear the vocal equivalent of a narrow lens focus on one person from show hosts like Lisa Robertson,  
Mary Beth Roe, and Rick Domeier…who contribute to QVC’s annual sales productivity in excess of $50 per 
household…by having a conversation with you as an individual viewer.   
 
Coincidentally, we hear that same one-on-one conversational voice from Scripps show hosts.   
 
Chris Madden speaks to you as if you were seated in the living room she is decorating.  Bobby Flay shoots the 
breeze with you as if you were leaning on his kitchen counter, watching him work. 
 
Narrowly targeting a show host’s focus on one viewer is the kind of vocal control that we are often missing at 
Shop at Home.   Some of our show hosts know how to dial up the energy and conviction their voices…but 
those enthusiastic broadcast voices sound widely aimed at a vast national crowd.   
 
In other words, we have dial control, but not lens control. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



We hear simultaneous vocal control of both – 
• The “energy dial” and  
• That “lens focus”  

 
from Scripps hosts, QVC hosts, and HSN hosts alike. 

 
Rachael Ray is lively and animated as she tastes and describes the Rum Raisin ice cream that topped off her 
$40-a-Day tour.  Yet, she speaks to you individually, as if you were seated with her at the restaurant table.  
 
QVC’s Lisa Robertson enthusiastically gushes about the rich palette of colors in an oriental-style rug.  Yet, 
her voice is targeted to you the single viewer, as if you were standing in the room she is decorating. 
 
That dual control of both high energy and narrow focus in host delivery has to be one of the factors that 
contributes to QVC’s superior $50 per household productivity.  While many of our show hosts have viewed the 
on-on-one conversational voice as the enemy of sales…it can instead be the multiplier of sales…if it is coupled 
with emphatic conviction.   
  
Maintaining an energetic vocal focus on the single viewer can provide one more benefit beyond sales.   
 
The enthusiastic on-on-one voice will also help many of our hosts match their delivery styles with their Food 
Network and HGTV counterparts. 
 
We do not have to choose between sales success vs. image alignment with other Scripps Networks. 
 
Speaking to the single viewer with animated interest, accomplishes both objectives.  
 



 

Electronics: QVC’s Rick Domeier – An Enthusiastic One-on-One Style 
 
QVC’s frequent Electronics host Rick Domeier talks about a product with the enthusiasm of someone who just 
brought home his latest electronic toy.  He sounds genuinely excited about the capabilities of this new cool 
gadget, as he uses a conversational vocal tone for describing it to you individually…as if you were seated in 
his living room as a guest.  
  

 

       Click to play a segment from a Rick Domeier Electronics presentation on QVC – 45 sec.      
 
 
 

Electronics: HSN’s Shannon Smith – An Enthusiastic One-on-One Style 
 
As HSN’s counterpart to Rick…Shannon Smith, is HSN’s “go to” girl for Electronics, hosting a lion’s share of 
HSN shows for that category.  Shannon’s background as an entertainment reporter plays nicely into her 
development of a “gossip voice” in which she energetically shares with you the individual viewer, juicy bits of 
information about a product, rather than a celebrity. 
 

 

       Click to play a Shannon Smith Electronics presentation segment on HSN – 20 sec.      
 
 

 
 



Electronics: Charlie Kelly on Shop At Home – An “Off-Air” Everyday Voice 
 
How does a musician like Charlie Kelly step on the set his first day and instantly become a guitar-selling 
success, with no significant amount of prior broadcasting or TV sales experience?   It’s possible that his lack of 
experience is his strength.  He uses his “real voice” because that is all he knows to use.   
 
Therefore, his delivery sounds personal rather than professional.   As he plays and talks about the virtues of 
our guitars, his conversational tone conveys a genuine sincerity that isn’t otherwise possible from your typical 
professional “pitch man”.  Quite simply --- Charlie uses his off-air voice when he is on the air.   
 
On those occasions when he appears with his wife, Nan Kelly, he does not adopt an artificial tone that 
acknowledges a self-consciousness that an audience is listening.  You get the sense that their on-air 
conversation sounds much the same as a conversation they might have at home.  Charlie isn’t delivering a 
sales pitch.  He’s just talking.  Because his voice is real, his message is trustworthy.  
 

 

       Click to play a sample of Charlie Kelly on Shop at Home – 1 min.      
 
 

Electronics: Esteban – An “Off-Air” Everyday Voice 
 
Speaking of musicians, when Esteban sells his CD’s and autographed guitars on HSN, he likewise uses a 
conversational style and an “off-air voice”.  Here we have a sample from his HSN-produced infomercial.  
 

 

       Click to play a segment from Esteban on this HSN infomercial – 10 sec.      
 



   Unlearning Training for  a Previous Profession                
 
 
The collection of biographies found among our competitor hosts is much the same as ours.  Show host 
backgrounds on all the shopping networks often include experience on stage as actors, singers, or pageant 
winners.   Others were previously news reporters or anchors. 
 
We know that in the world of sports, performance habits become ingrained through repetition of the same body 
movements over and over again.  Therefore, the motions of a batter, or quarterback, or golfer become 
automatic…driven by what is sometimes called “muscle memory”.  
 
By the same token, show hosts who come to shopping channels from theatrical performance or newscasting 
backgrounds can often bring an ingrained “vocal memory” with them. 
 
Most every host on every shopping network brought deeply imbedded vocal habits from their previous 
careers.  
 
The most successful hosts on QVC and HSN must have worked very hard to unlearn their professional 
voices and re-train themselves to speak to the home shopping viewer personally, with their real voices. 
  
 
 

The Stage Voice 
 
Those who come from a theatrical background, bring an artificial “stage voice” with them.  So much training 
and practice has gone in to making vocal projection second nature to them when they step on to a stage.  
 
In the case of Shop At Home, our unique studio set & Call Center design imitates a stage and auditorium, 
which provides further environmental reinforcement for hosts to continue in this theatrical performance 
mindset. 
 

            
 
 
When a viewer hears a host speaking in a “performance mode”, she hears a formal address…a presentation 
directed toward a group…instead of one person on screen speaking to her individually.   Any sense of hearing 
personal advice coming from a TV friend is completely removed.  There is no intimacy. 
 
Sometimes, we even hear a ShopNBC or a Shop At Home host refer to their audience in the plural, such as -- 
“Folks, this cookware set is one of the most…”   or – “America, now is the time to take advantage of…”   
 
This makes the viewer further aware that she is merely part of a broadcast audience, hearing a pitch. 
There is no auditory suggestion of having a personal one-on-one connection.   
 



 

The Newscaster’s Voice 
 
Although those hosts who come from a news background do not have to overcome the ingrained habit of a 
stage performance voice, they bring a different challenge…the “reporter’s voice”.   
 
Rather than of giving the viewer the feeling that she is part of an auditorium audience, the 
newscaster’s voice instead reinforces the viewer’s sense that she is merely part of an electronic 
audience.   
 
The artificial inflections and tones of a “newscaster’s voice” create a barrier to a sense of personal connection 
between host and viewer.  The speaker is using a professional voice instead of his or her real and true voice, 
and therefore sounds less genuine. 
 
This habit is harder to break and harder to spot than the “performance voice” because the newscaster’s voice 
does not have excess volume, nor does it carry the full-bodied projection from the diaphragm required on the 
theatre stage.  The difference between the newscaster’s voice and his or her normal speaking voice is more 
subtle. 
 
These days, even newscasters are trying to get away from the classic artificial newscaster’s voice.   
 
We saw an example of this trend in an exchange during an episode of the British version of Queer Eye for the 
Straight Guy.  The transformation subject, Barra Fitzgibbon, was an established voice-over talent who wanted 
to move from behind the scenes to on-camera work.  After the QE team gave him a makeover, they obtained 
an audition for him on the UK version of Access Hollywood.   
 
During his audition, the Access Hollywood producer urged him to use…you guessed it…a conversational tone 
 

           
 

       Click to play this segment of producer coaching – 20 sec.      
 
 
 

 
 



Steve Carrell and Steve Colbert of Comedy Central’s The Daily Show offered these comments on the artificial 
newscaster’s voice -- 

 

       Click to play their commentary – 20 sec.      
 
 
 

   Personal  vs.  Professional                  
 
 
In April of this year, Shop At Home commissioned the firm Ragland Research to survey Shop At Home, QVC, 
and HSN customers.  Among other factors, they surveyed home shopping TV viewers on the effect of show 
hosts on their desire to continue watching or make a purchase.  The show host elements that had the greatest 
influence as “customer touch points” included – 
 

• A perception that on-air hosts are “real people”. 
• A strong connection, based on a feeling that you know them 
• A sense that the host is having a conversation with you.  

 
Our customers are trying to tell us something. 
People like to buy…but they don’t like to be sold. 
 
One of our employees who spends a major portion of every day editing SAH video offered this observation – 
“Our show hosts are warm and personable people when they are not on the air.  But in broadcast, they sound 
more professional than personable.  When I watch QVC and HSN hosts, they sound more personable to me.” 
 
The “audience sales pitch” vocal style is to blame.  When you use a “presentation voice” instead of your real 
voice, you shift into vocal tones, inflections, and cadences that essentially sound artificial.  When you 
speak in a professional mode instead of a personal mode, you create distance between yourself and your 
viewer. 
 
Sometimes the “sales pitch” voice can subliminally suggest just a slight vague hint of desperation.  And 
ironically, the more desperately and urgently you need your listener to respond, the more likely they will retreat.     
 
When we hear a sales pitch, we are more likely to raise our guard.  The sound and appearance of a 
sales pitch causes us to listen through a screen of skepticism.  We raise our shields of sales 
resistance.    
 
On the other hand, the sound of a friend conversationally offering his or her enthusiastic recommendation 
leaves us open and receptive.  Using your real voice, makes your product claims sound real. 
 
Voice has a “posture”.  When our voices “lean forward” to prod, manipulate, or push…or listeners can often 
“lean backward” in retreat or resistance.  When our voices “lean backward” in a unique combination of relaxed 
enthusiasm, we can entice and draw people forward…toward a positive response. 



   “Gir l  Talk” with Kathy Levine                
 
 
We have discussed the virtues of speaking in a one-on-one vocal delivery style…as if you were having a fun 
conversation with a close friend seated at the table with you.   
 
Kathy Levine has a shortcut term.  She simply calls it “girl talk”.  The term “Girl Talk” carries a lot of additional 
meaning.  It conveys connecting with a friend, talking as recreation, sharing secrets, confidential information 
and gossip…and having fun in the process.  
 

 
 
Kathy Levine is the template for the modern TV retailing show host.   
   
 
 

   What Made Kathy Great?                
 
 
Before Levine, many home shopping TV hosts followed the early patterns established by infomercials from 
Ronco, in which TV pitchmen used the same delivery styles used by product demonstrators at State Fair 
booths.  Home shopping TV hosts simply followed suit, and likewise adopted a vocal style otherwise most 
commonly used for delivering a formal presentation to an audience. 
 
Levine and others at QVC broke the mold by instead adopting a conversational tone, as if she were visiting 
with one girlfriend over brunch, seated just a few feet way.  In her real voice, she engaged the viewer with her 
“girl talk”, adopting the energy and animated tones that would otherwise be reserved for sharing gossip with a 
close friend.   
 
But…instead of gossiping about a person or a scandal, Levine “gossiped” with the viewer about the 
merchandise in her hand.   
 
As a result, viewers felt that they had a personal relationship with Levine.  Therefore, they lowered their 
screens of sales resistance, and took her purchasing advice. 
 
Her delivery was personal, rather than professional. 
Her on-on-one conversational style has been adopted by the most successful hosts at QVC and HSN because 
people like to buy…but they don’t like to be sold. 
 

       Click to play a sample from Kathy Levine at QVC – 1 min.      
 
 

 



 
   Visual ize Mary Behind the Lens                
 
 
Some of our show hosts may recall a visualization practice I suggested 2 years ago, in which you form a 
mental picture of a viewer at home, whom I called “Sally”.  
 
In this exercise, you visualize the chair or sofa in which Sally is seated, and the surroundings of her room.  You 
picture Sally’s hair, clothing, and facial features.  As you face the camera, you see Sally behind the camera 
lens.  Keeping her image in mind may help maintain that one-on-one conversational tone. 
  

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Coincidentally, when Kathy Levine was with us last month, she related that throughout her 13 years at QVC 
(beginning with her first QVC audition) she used this visualization practice.  She named the viewer she pictured 
in her mind “Mary”.  Mary was seated on her living room sofa, wearing a robe and fat fluffy slippers.  And for 13 
years, Kathy Levine looked at the lens and visited with her girlfriend Mary each week.    

As a result, Kathy Levine’s conversational tone gave her viewer the feeling that she was chatting with her 
personally.   Her real voice made the content of her message sound real and trustworthy.  And the home 
viewer bought product based on suggestions from her “friend” Kathy. 
 
 
 

 



 

   “Guy Talk” at  the Backyard Fence                
 
 
Is it different for men? 
 
Not really.  Imagine the same kind of one-on-one conversational approach.  But instead of the animated 
energy of “girl talk” topics, substitute the enthusiasm that men can bring to conversations about their own 
keen interests.  For male hosts, Kathy Levine recommends that you use the example of Tim Allen, talking 
across the fence to his neighbor Wilson in the sitcom Home Improvement.   
 

 
 
This “back-yard fence guy talk” approach suggests a down to earth one-on-one conversational delivery that 
expresses enthusiasm in a manner that men utilize when describing “cool stuff”.    
 
There is no rule that says that male hosts are uniquely obligated to sound like “pitchmen”.  Men are 
not required to use artificial mass audience voices that vaguely remind viewers of used car salesmen.  
We do not find these presentation styles on QVC.  Go back and play the Dan Hughes NASCAR show sample.  
Go back and play the Don West and Ken Goldin samples (after they left Shop At Home).  
 
Also, check out the “back-yard fence guy talk” samples below from QVC’s versions of home improvement 
programming…most frequently hosted by Rick Domeier and Dan Wheeler.  All of these male competitor hosts 
are worth examining simply because their presentations are partially responsible for generating sales dollars 
per household more than 4 times our own.  They sound more personal than professional. 
 

           
 

       Click to play a sample of Rick Domeier        Click to play a sample of Dan  
on Do-It-Yourself – 30 sec.         Wheeler on QVC – 30 sec. 

 
 



   One-on-One Vocal  Styles on Competi tor  Networks                
 
 
More often than not, we hear our best competitor hosts using their real voices…such as the conversational 
vocal tone you use when you are recommending the best dish you ever had on a restaurant’s menu to a friend 
seated with you at your table preparing to order…or sharing juicy gossip with a close friend at her desk.   
 
These vocal tones are animated & enthusiastic, yet conversationally directed toward one person.  More often 
than not, our best competitor hosts are talking to that one viewer and friend out there named Mary, instead of 
delivering a presentation to all of broadcast America.  
 
 
 
ShopNBC One-on-One Host Delivery – Lynne Schacher Whispers to the Viewer 

 
Believe it or not, the same network that gives us multiple host examples who use the State-Fair-Booth-Product-
Demonstrator style…also offers us the opposite approach from Lynne Schacher.   
 
While others may try to gain the viewer’s attention through an obnoxious in-your-face sales pitch, Lynne gets 
the viewer’s attention by whispering.  
 

 

       Click to play a sample of Lynne Schacher’s whisper delivery – 20 sec.      
 
 

 



 

QVC’s Mary Beth Roe – One-on-One Conversational Host Delivery 
 
According to Kathy Levine, Mary Beth Roe sounds like a sweet lady you visit with at church…because she 
actually is a sweet lady who is active in her church.  She carries that same conversational tone from the church 
foyer on to the studio set.   In our video sample, you will also hear her ability to infuse enthusiastic 
conviction into her one-on-one delivery. 
 

 

       Click to play a sample from Mary Beth Roe on QVC – 20 sec.      
 
 
 

QVC’s Lisa Robertson – One-on-One Conversational Host Delivery 
 
Consider Lisa Robertson, a former Miss Tennessee, who was dismissed from Shop At Home because “she 
couldn’t sell”, who then took her real one-on-one voice to QVC and became one of QVC’s top-producing hosts, 
scheduled most frequently in daytime and evening primetime slots.   
 
Lisa sounds like a person instead of a professional.  Regardless of the show product category, Robertson 
always sounds as if she is just having a casual conversation with you, seated jus a few feet away…yet she 
does it with energy.   

 

       Click to play a sample from Lisa Robertson on QVC – 20 sec.      
 
 

 



 
HSN’s Colleen Lopez – One-on-One Conversational Host Delivery 

 
In HSN’s Jewelry shows, Colleen Lopez’s real voice delivery gives you the feeling that she is a personal friend 
with jewelry expertise who is giving you free guidance…which you trust implicitly.  Yet, she gives this 
conversational advice enthusiastically. 
 

 

       Click to play a sample of Colleen Lopez on HSN – 30 sec.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   The New Conversat ional  Style in Modern Infomercials                
 

 
Ron Popeil of Ronco – A Shift to One-on-One Conversational Host Delivery 

 
Ron Popeil pioneered early infomercials by carrying over the delivery styles he first learned at flea markets and 
State Fairs…a delivery that was parodied in Saturday Night Live’s Bass-O-Matic skit.  But look and listen to 
how Popeil has changed with the times.  Note how dramatically he has changed his vocal delivery to sound as 
if he is speaking to one spectator in the studio audience…or one viewer at home. 
 

 

       Click to play a current Ron Popeil conversational delivery sample – 30 sec.      
 
 

Infomercials: ProActiv Solution – One-on-One Conversational Delivery 
 
ProActiv provides us with another example of a multi-year long-running infomercial that uses conversational 
delivery.  Actresses Judith Light and Vanessa Williams serve as hosts in different versions of this infomercial, 
(they also serve as ProActiv vendor reps on QVC) both endorsing it as previous acne sufferers themselves.  
 
In Vanessa’s version, she visits with the two ProActiv developers as if she were engaging in a normal 
everyday office consultation with her dermatologist. 
 

          
 

       Click to play a sample of a ProActiv interview exchange – 20 sec.     
 



 
Infomercials: Video Professor – One-on-One Conversational Delivery 

 
We see the same one-on-one delivery style in omnipresent short spots and 30-minute infomercials for another 
long-running product (for 14 years)…the Video Professor series of instructional CD-ROM’s.  Note how the 
instructional developer turned product spokesperson simply carries on a normal conversation about this 
product with his co-host. 

 

       Click to play a sample from the Video Professor infomercial – 20 sec. 
 
 
 
 
   Conversat ional  Style from Scripps Show Hosts                
 
 
As our hosts are more frequently paired with personalities seen on the other Scripps Networks, it will become 
necessary to dovetail our presentation styles to match theirs.   
 
Our on-air look and on-air sound will need to be tailored so that it will be apparent even to the casual viewer 
that we are “related” to HGTV and the Food Network.  Our audiences will see our common bloodline in our 
graphics and sets, and hear a “family resemblance” in our voices.  
 
But…they are geared only toward entertainment, aren’t they?  Isn’t selling out of their range of expertise? 
 
Actually, they are selling all the time…except with a few extra steps.   
 
They are selling information…and thereby selling viewers on leaving the channel alone and continuing to 
watch.  By maintaining viewer interest and providing valued information, they build ratings, which translate to 
increased Scripps airtime sales to advertisers.    
 
Even more directly, their presentations lead to sales of many of the tools, foods, books, and recipes featured in 
their shows on Scripps web sites.  Without really trying to exploit their commerce opportunities, their 
broadcasts nevertheless led directly or indirectly to approximately $6 million in products sales fulfilled by 
Scripps web sites last year, because people like to buy…but they don’t like to be sold. 
 
And coincidentally, listening to some of these Scripps host video clips will reveal the same one-on-one vocal 
styles that we hear from the most successful QVC, HSN, and infomercial hosts.   
 
Their normal and real speaking voices make the sound down to earth, genuine, easy to relate to, and 
trustworthy. 
 
 



Jamie Oliver on the Food Network – One-on-One Conversational Delivery 
 
Jamie Oliver chats with you the viewer individually…as if you were standing right there across the breakfast 
bar, watching him prepare a dish as he talks about it nonchalantly in his regular “working-class-bloke” vocal 
tones.    
 

           
 

       Click to play a Jamie Oliver Food Network sample – 20 sec.      
 
 
 
 

Jamie Oliver on QVC – One-on-One Conversational Delivery 
 
Whether he is selling his recipes on the Food Network or selling cookware on QVC, Jamie Oliver maintains the 
same nonchalant conversational tone on either channel. 
 

 

       Click to play a segment from Jamie Oliver’s wok presentation on QVC – 30 sec.  
 
 

 
 
 



Bobby Flay on the Food Network – One-on-One Conversational Delivery 
 
Note that even though Bobby Flay’s East Coast accent is markedly different from Jamie Oliver’s British… 
Flay’s accent also conveys a “regular guy” working-class accessibility that many of his viewer’s can relate 
to.  
 
His delivery likewise sounds conversational, rather than slickly polished…and therefore, more trustworthy.   
 

           
 

       Click to play a sample from Bobby Flay’s Food Nation on the Food Network – 20 sec.      
 
 
 

Emeril Lagasse on the Food Network – One-on-One Conversational Delivery 
 
Emeril likewise brings a “regular guy” East Coast working-class accent (and sense of humor) to his shows.  
Because he is known for his use of the word BAM!…and because his show is taped in front of an audience, 
you might automatically expect that Emeril would use a mass-audience address tone in his vocal delivery. 
 
But not so.  Listen closely, and you will hear a one-on-one voice, as if he were just shooting the breeze with 
a single spectator in the audience.  He knows his microphone works fine, so he speaks conversationally.  
 

           
 

       Click to play a sample of Emeril Lagasse’s conversational vocal delivery – 40 sec.      
 
 

 



 
Paula Deen on the Food Network – One-on-One Conversational Delivery 

 
(Have you noticed how many strong regional accents are heard on the Food Network?)  On Paula’s Home 
Cooking, Paula Deen’s sweet thick Southern twang may remind you of your grandmother or your aunt.   
 
Paula’s delivery isn’t polished & professional.  Instead, she sounds like a real person…someone you 
know and trust in your regular daily life.  And she visits with you as a solo guest in her kitchen, rather than 
delivering an address to a vast broadcast audience. 
 

 

       Click to play a sample of Paula Deen’s one-on-one vocal delivery – 20 sec.      
 
 
 
 

Rachael Ray on the Food Network – One-on-One Conversational Delivery 
 
Rachael Ray likewise seems more accessible, and easy to relate to as she nonchalantly chats with you as 
her lone viewer…as if you were seated in the kitchen with her.  
 

          
 

       Click to play a sample of Rachael Ray on the Food Network – 30 sec.      
 
 

 
 



 
Chris Madden on HGTV – One-on-One Delivery 

 
We also hear conversational tones from HGTV hosts, such as Chris Madden of Interiors by Design.  She 
forces you to pay closer attention to what she is saying, by speaking softly in a one-on-one style. 
 

           
 

       Click to play Chris Madden on HGTV – 1 min.      
 
 
 
 

Candice Olson on HGTV – One-on-One Delivery 
 
Candice Olson, host of HGTV’s Divine Design, brings an easygoing sense of playfulness to her conversational 
style. 
 

 

       Click to play a sample from a Candice Olson show introduction– 20 sec.      
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Joan Steffend on HGTV – One-on-One Conversational Delivery 
 
We also hear conversational tones from other HGTV hosts, such as Joan Steffend, regularly seen on the show 
Decorating Cents.  (Steffend has also been a guest on QVC). 
 
Even though she uses a normal speaking voice, she does so with enthusiasm. 
 

           
 

       Click to play a sample from Joan Steffend on Decorating Cents – 40 sec.      
 

Joan used the same relaxed vocal style in her QVC appearance. 
 

 

       Click to play a sales presentation segment from Joan Steffend on QVC – 30 sec.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   Summary                
 
 
The evolution of host delivery styles that we saw and heard over the last decade coincided with a dramatic 
increase in spending by the home shopping TV viewer.  During the decade in which show hosts shifted 
from mass-audience delivery styles to one-on-one conversational styles, home shopping sales-per-
household coincidentally doubled. 
 
A 2000 report by Kagan Associates tracked the total annual sales per household produced by HSN and QVC 
combined, for each year from 1990 to 2000 (since the combined total of HSN and QVC sales and would have largely 
represented the home shopping sales universe during those 10 years). 
 
In 1990, HSN and QVC jointly produced $21.13 in annual sales per carriage household. 
By 2000, their 2-network total for home shopping sales productivity had more than doubled, rising to $47.30 
per household. 
 
Is the predominant shift in show host delivery from a mass-audience style to a one-on-one style 
the sole cause of this dramatic increase in annual spending per viewer?   Of course not. 
 
But it had to be a contributing factor. 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
If we are allowed to make subjective judgments, we could say that at Shop At Home, we find – 
 

• SAH Hosts that utilize a professional mass-audience vocal delivery style, in the vein of a State 
Fair booth product demonstrator…or a stage actor…or a newscaster  

 
• SAH Hosts that use a personal, conversational one-on-one style at least equal to what we hear 

on HSN & QVC 
 
• SAH Hosts that fall at points all along the spectrum in between the above categories.  

 
Regardless of which category each individual Shop At Home host might be placed in, each has been 
productive enough to turn in profitable shows consistently enough to keep their jobs and be scheduled again 
and again.   So, if we are getting by just the way we are…if it’s working…if we are making sales doing what we 
are doing right now…why tinker with our host delivery? 
 
Because, HSN and QVC are selling 3 to 7 times more per household.   Scripps plans to move us into the 
major leagues, where we will have to work against new yardsticks of performance.  We will be required to far 
surpass what we have become accustomed to as an acceptable status quo.     
 
The American consumer is inundated with thousands of advertising sales pitches every week.  As a result, we 
have learned to raise our guard when we hear a sales pitch, and listen through a “screen” of skepticism. 
 
This past Sunday, we saw a story on 60 Minutes about marketers who bypass the public’s sales resistance to 
this glut of advertising pitches by hiring people to make word-of-mouth recommendations to others in coffee 
shops and web chat rooms.   This trend, termed Undercover Marketing is being utilized by more and more 
companies because personal conversational endorsements carry so much more credibility than a sales 
pitch by a professional spokesperson.    
 

People like to buy…but they don’t like to be sold. 
 

That’s why the best salespeople don’t sound like salespeople. 
The best home shopping TV hosts have learned that lesson. 
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